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Environment and Economy Are 
Intricately Linked 

• Economies receive inputs of resources from the 

environment, process them in complex ways that 

enable human society to function and discharge 

outputs of waste into the environment. 

• Environmental systems support economies, 

purifying air and water, cycling nutrients, providing 

pollination and serving as receptacles for waste. 

These are called ecosystem services. 



Ecosystem Services 



Environmental Economics 

How do we measure economic productivity? 

• Accounting at all levels needs to better reflect the 

true, long-term, sustainable value of economic 

activities. 

• Many practices that today are profitable are 

clearly actually contributing to long-term 

degradation of natural systems and human well-

being. They are, in truth, counter-productive. 



Economic Assumptions 

Adam Smith, the father of classical economics, 
believed that when people are free to pursue their 

own economic self-interest in a competitive 
marketplace, the marketplace will behave as if 

guided by an invisible hand that ensures their actions 
will benefit society. 

Classical economics assumes resources are unlimited. 

The conflict between buyers (wanting to make more) 
and sellers (wanting to pay less) results in a 

compromise price being reached and the right 
quantity of commodities being bought and sold. 



Economic Assumptions: Profound 
Implications for the Environment 

• Growth, it is assumed, is required to keep 

employment high and maintain social order. 

• GDP is used to measure economic growth or 

decline and GDP per capita is a widely-used 

indicator of relative wealth, progress and well-

being. 

• Workers and other resources are assumed to be 

infinite or substitutable. 

• Long-term effects (costs), occurring far in the 

future, are discounted. 



Sustainable Growth 

• Many observers worry that growth has become an end in 

itself. Resources are ultimately limited, they argue, so nonstop 

growth is not sustainable.  

• Some proponents of growth believe that technology can 

solve everything. 

• Ecological economists argue that civilizations do not 

overcome environmental limitations in the long run. They 

advocate economies that are stable, neither growing nor 

shrinking, steady-state economies intended to mirror natural 

ecological systems. 

• Environmental economists maintain that we can attain 

sustainability within our current economic systems by 

modifying the principles of economics to address 

environmental challenges. 



Economic Assumptions: Profound 
Implications for the Environment 

• As an economic measure, GDP takes no account of the 

inputs used to produce the output. 

• In a free market, the value of something is determined by its 

exchange price alone, and nothing else. Thus, if something 

cannot be exchanged in the market, it has no price, and 

therefore, is not valuable in the economy. 

• Trees, mangroves, animals, birds, fish, swamps, rivers, etc 

have no value at all in the wild until the trees are cut 

down and sold as timber, the animals and birds are 

captured or killed, the fish are caught, etc. In other words, 

in a free market, nature is valuable only when directly 

useful to humans. It has no intrinsic value of its own. 



Economic Assumptions: Profound 
Implications for the Environment 

• At the beginning of this presentation, we defined ecosystem 

services (clean water, pollination, etc). Economics says that 

such services have non-market values, values not usually 

included in the price of a good or service. 

• One technique of assigning non-market value is using 

surveys to determine how much people would be willing 

to pay to protect a resource or to restore it. 

• An alternative approach is to calculate the overall 

economic value of all services that an ecosystem 

provides. 



Non-Market Value 

In 1997, an international team of economists and environmental 

scientists put a dollar amount on all the ecosystems services 

provided to humanity free of charge by the living natural 

environment in that year. 

Drawing from multiple databases, they estimated the 

contribution to be at least $33 trillion. This amount was nearly 

twice the 1997 combined gross national product (GNP) of all 

states in the world, a gross world product of $18 trillion. 



Economic Assumptions: Profound 
Implications for the Environment 

• We assume the individuals engaged in a transaction bear all the 

costs of the transaction. But this is incorrect. For example, any 

resulting health problems or pollution cleanup will be paid by 

others. 

• As an example of the above: Most of us would call the BP oil spill 

in the Gulf of Mexico a tragedy ... but it’s also an externality (a 

cost that's not paid by the person, or people, using the good that 

creates the cost). The BP spill is going to cost fishermen, it's going 

to cost the Gulf's ecosystem, and it's going to cost the region's 

tourism industry. But that cost won't be paid by the people who 

wanted that oil for their cars. It'll fall on taxpayers, on Gulf Coast 

residents who need new jobs, on the poisoned wildlife on the 

seafloor. 

• The impact of economic activity on the environment is not 

measured by the GDP. 



Cost-Benefit Analysis 

• In cost-benefit analysis, the estimated costs for a proposed 

action are compared to the estimated benefits of the action. 

• Unfortunately, it is not easy to identify, define or quantify many 

costs or benefits. 

• In traditional cost-benefit analyses, economic benefits tend to 

be overrepresented because they’re more easily identified 

than costs. 

• Costs and benefits are assumed to be internal to all 

transactions. Cost-benefit analysis ignores externalities and the 

market does not take the costs of externalities into account. 



Are we paying the full cost of gas? What if we added in the 

costs of its externalities? 

• How much should we add for the billions spent to 

preserve access to Persian Gulf Oil? 

• How much for cancer, asthma and emphysema from 

air pollution or for the lives lost on suburban freeways? 

• How much for supply-dependence on unfriendly 

states? 

• How much for tax subsidies for oil companies? 

• How much for oil spills? 

• How much for water pollution? 

• How much for the costs of global warming and the 

resulting fires, floods, droughts and blizzards? 

Accounting for Externalities 



Accounting for Externalities 

In 2015, Drew Shindell of Duke University developed a means to 
assess the climate damages (primarily health-related costs) 
associated with various greenhouse gases including CO2, 
aerosols, methane and nitrous oxides. All told, 10 different 

pollutants were considered. With these costs added in, Shindell 
said we were actually paying $6.25 for a gallon of regular or 

$7.72 for a gallon of diesel, quite a bit more than the 2015 
national average price of $2.42. 

Shindell applied the same analysis to electric power generation 
and heating. If you heat your home with natural gas, the actual 
cost is roughly double what you pay. As for electricity, the true 

cost of coal is 30¢ per kilowatt-hour rather than 10¢. Applying the 
same formula, natural gas-generated power goes up from 7¢ to 
17¢ per kilowatt-hour. Neither renewables or nuclear power carry 

any additional cost, according to the analysis. 



Accounting for Externalities 

Coal is marketed as being cheap and affordable but new 

evidence shows that coal is actually the costliest fuel for 

electricity. Five industries stand out as large air polluters: coal-fired 

power plants, crop production, truck transportation, livestock 

production and highway-street-bridge construction. 

Economists: Coal Is Incredibly Costly 

While fossil fuel companies are quick to point out the benefits of 

their products, the fact is that, while the negative impacts affect 

all people equally, the benefits are not so equally distributed. 

The Price of Gas from the Center for Investigative Reporting  (5:07) 

Unearthing the True Cost of Fossil Fuels 

 

http://thinkprogress.org/green/2011/09/29/332378/economists-coal-is-incredibly-costly/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6RhYY_4Wzls&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6RhYY_4Wzls&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6RhYY_4Wzls&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6RhYY_4Wzls&feature=youtu.be
http://www.treehugger.com/energy-policy/true-cost-fossil-fuels.html


The Real Cost of Gasoline in the US 

The Real Price Of Gasoline 

International Center For Technology Assessment 

(Look at the last few pages.) 

http://www.biofuels.coop/archive/realpricegas.pdf
http://www.biofuels.coop/archive/realpricegas.pdf
http://www.biofuels.coop/archive/realpricegas.pdf
http://www.biofuels.coop/archive/realpricegas.pdf


Estimates of External Costs of Coal 
(cents per kWh of electricity in 2008 US$) 

Type of impact 

Low Estimate 

(unrealistic 
but possible) 

Best Estimate 

(conservative 
weighting) 

High Estimate 

(could be as 
much as...) 

Land disturbance 0.00 0.01 0.34 

Methane emissions from mines 0.03 0.08 0.34 

Public health burden in Appalachia 4.36 4.36 4.36 

Fatalities due to coal transport 0.09 0.09 0.09 

Air pollutants from combustion 3.23 9.31 9.31 

Lost productivity from mercury emissions 0.01 0.10 0.48 

Excess mental retardation from mercury emissions 0.00 0.02 0.19 

Excess cardiovascular disease from mercury 0.01 0.21 1.05 

Climate damage from emissions of CO2 and N2O 1.02 3.06 10.20 

Climate damage from emissions of black carbon 0.00 0.00 0.01 

Subsidies 0.16 0.16 0.27 

Abandoned mine lands 0.44 0.44 0.44 

Total 9.36 17.84 26.89 

 



Accounting for Externalities 

In a perfect world, the impacts and implications of all 

economic transactions would be understood and 

accounted for. Currently, we pay nowhere close to the 

real cost of environmentally intensive products such as 

gasoline, precious metals, plastics, etc.  

Only by considering all impacts -- present and future, local 

and distant -- can we ever hope to have a truly sustainable 

and equitable society. 

Fortunately, there is a growing effort to capture and 

quantify externalities. 

Think gas is too pricey? Think again. 

The real reason US gas is so cheap is Americans don't pay the 
true cost of driving. 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/06/12/AR2010061200167.html
http://www.citylab.com/commute/2015/01/the-real-reason-us-gas-is-so-cheap-is-americans-dont-pay-the-true-cost-of-driving/384200/
http://www.citylab.com/commute/2015/01/the-real-reason-us-gas-is-so-cheap-is-americans-dont-pay-the-true-cost-of-driving/384200/


Economic Assumptions: Profound 
Implications for the Environment 

As a measure of growth, GDP does not measure factors that 

affect quality of life, such as the quality of the environment or 

security from crime. This leads to distortions. 

For example, spending on cleaning up an oil spill is included in 

GDP, but the negative impact of the spill on well-being (e.g. loss 

of clean beaches) is not measured. These externalities are critical 

to true valuation of economic activity but are not counted. 

 



Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI) 

• ...a metric that has been suggested to replace or supplement 

GDP as a measure of economic growth by incorporating 

environmental and social factors which are not measured by 

GDP 

• GPI takes externalities into account when calculating whether 

or not economic activities actually increase well being.  

• cost of resource and ozone depletion 

• cost of crime 

• cost of family breakdown 

• cost of air, water and noise pollution 

• loss of farmland and wetlands 

• GPI has been used in the EU, Canada and 20 US states. 



Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI) 

When we hear that the 

Gross National Product 

has grown, instead of 

cheering, we should ask 

exactly what has grown, 

for whom, at what cost 

and at whose expense. 

Even better, we should 

work to develop 

indicators of national 

progress that reflect more 

accurately our real value 

and our real welfare. 



Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI) 

US 

World 



Environmental Policy Instruments 

• Command-and-Control Instruments: prescribe specific forms 

and/or quantities in restricting access to and regulating use of 

ecosystems services or emitting environmentally harmful 

substances, virtually only by accident that they produce an 

economically efficient solution 

• prohibition 

• explicit controls prescribing certain types of land use 

• zoning and designation  

• direct provision of ecosystem services by the government 

• fixed quota systems 

• technology regulation 



Environmental Policy Instruments 

• Market-Based or Incentive-Based Instruments: use economic 

incentives to entice users of ecosystem services to limit their 

resource use to the socially optimal level, incorporate external 

costs of production or consumption activities with taxes or 

charges on processes or products or by creating property 

rights and facilitating the establishment of a proxy market for 

the use of environmental services 

• tax (green taxes: pollution taxes, not much support in US) 

and subsidy (government giveaway of cash or publicly 

owned resources to promote a particular activity) schemes 

• tradable resource use and tradable emission permits (cap-

and-trade) 



Environmental Policy Instruments 

• Voluntarism-Based Instruments 

• information provision and education (ecolabelling) 

• voluntary measures 

• Financial and Monetary Instruments 

• microcredits 

• loans 

• funds 

• public financing 

• debt swaps 

• International Trade Instruments 

• international trade agreements 

• export restrictions 

• import restrictions imposed by recipient states, typically 

industrial states 



Environmental Policy Instruments 

• Social and Behavioral Instruments: including population policy 

and family planning; public education and awareness; 

empowerment of communities (including indigenous 

communities), women and youth; civil society disobedience 

and protest 

• Technology Instruments: can provide 

sustainable alternatives to industrial 

processes and commercial practices 

when developed with ecosystem 

objectives in mind 

• Cognitive Instruments: legitimization of 

traditional knowledge; knowledge 

acquisition (scientific research) and 

acceptance (legitimization) 



US Environmental Policy, First Wave: 
Land Management 

• The early environmental laws were intended to 
promote settlement, and the extraction and use of 
the West’s abundant natural resources. 

• The Western lands were considered practically 
infinite and inexhaustible in natural resources. 

• The General Land Ordinances of 1785 and 1787 
(Thomas Jefferson’s Township and Range 
System) provided a mechanism and structure 
for the settlement and political incorporation of 
the Northwest Territory. 

Land was subdivided 
according to a rectangular 
grid system into a number 
of rectangular parcels to 

be sold as individually 
owned land. 



During this time the government created national 

parks, wildlife refuges and the forest system. 

 

John Muir and Teddy Roosevelt 
in Yosemite 

US Environmental Policy, Second Wave: 
Address Problems from First Wave 

Grand Canyon 



US Environmental Policy, Third Wave: 
Pollution 

• the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA): signed in 1970, 

required an EIS (Environmental Impact Statement) for federal 

actions 

• the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA): created in 1970, a 

national agency created for the purpose of protecting human 

health and the environment by writing and enforcing regulations 

based on laws passed by Congress 

• the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (1965, 1972): established the 

basic structure for regulating discharges of pollutants into US waters 

and regulating quality standards for surface waters 

• the Clean Water Act (1977): bolstered the EPA’s authority to 

eliminate toxic pollutants by (1) requiring industry to meet best 

available technology standards for specified toxic pollutants and (2) 

mandating compliance with best available technology standards 

for newly listed toxins 



Earth Day  

• April 22, 1970: 20 million Americans participated 

• The public demanded that the federal 
government do more to protect the environment. 

• Why? 

• burning of the Cuyahoga River on several 
occasions in the 1950s and 1960s 

• publication of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring 
(1962)  

• Santa Barbara CA oil spill in 1969 



• Market forces are a powerful tool for improving efficiency 

and changing consumption patterns. However, this is true 

only if we properly account for environmental damage. 

• Free markets do not work in the commons (land or resources 

belonging to or affecting the whole community). The harmful 

effects of deforestation, of some methods of farming, of the 

smoke and noise of factories or etc can’t be confined to the 

owner of the property in question or even to those who are 

willing to submit to the danger for an agreed salary. 

• The conversion of nature into "raw material" and "resources“ 

implies that nature is valuable only as long as it can be 

exchanged in the market, leading to unsustainable 

exploitation and environmental degradation.  

US Environmental Policy, Fourth Wave: 
Make the Market Tell the Truth 



US Environmental Policy, Fourth Wave: 
Break Fossil Fuel Addiction 

• One gallon of gas contains the energy equivalent of about 

600 hours of human manual labor. 

• The average American uses almost three gallons per day or 

roughly the equivalent of 1,800 hours of manual labor. 

• The US Department of Energy estimates that the world 

consumes about 3,528,000,000 gallons per day. 



US Environmental Policy, Fourth Wave: 
A Sense of Purpose and Urgency  

• These challenges present an opportunity: fighting 

to save civilization is an inspiring cause. 

• A cleaner, greener world will be a better, healthier 

world. It is not a sacrifice; it’s an improvement. 

• We can make products that work with nature, not 

against it. Biomimicry (the design and creation of 

products, processes and policies that are well-

adapted to life on earth over the long haul) will be 

key. 

• Science can and should lead the way.  



US Environmental Policy, Fourth Wave: 
A Sense of Purpose and Urgency  



Stabilize Population Growth  

Good news for a change! By roughly 2050 human 

populations should stabilize and begin to fall. 



Expand Preserves and Regenerate 
Damaged Ecosystems 

• Create a worldwide network of marine and terrestrial preserves 

(aim for 20% of each). 

• Plant trees on a war footing in the developing world. These will 

strengthen the system’s ability to recover and regenerate. 

• Too much or too little of any abiotic factor (non-living chemical 

or physical part of the environment that affects living organisms 

and the functioning of ecosystems) can limit or prevent growth of 

a population, even if all other factors are at or near the optimal 

range of tolerance. 

• indicator species (species that provide early warnings of damage 

to a community or ecosystem): serve as biological smoke alarms, 

can monitor environmental quality (trout, birds, butterflies, frogs) 

• keystone species: have a large effect on the types and 

abundances of other species in an ecosystem (pollinators, top 

predator)    



Forests Recover When Left Alone 

The best thing we can do to help a damaged forest recover is 

simply leave it alone. 

The study is based on 20 years of research into how a controlled, 

two-acre sample of mature oak forest rebounded after scientists 

pulled down 80% of the trees, and left the dying trees on the 

ground. 

Scientists found that the forest repopulated itself with mostly 

black birch rather than oak, the soil nutrient level remained 

unchanged, invasive species had a more difficult time flourishing 

and litterfall returned to pre-study levels by year six. 

In short, the dominant variety may have changed, but the health 

of the ecosystem was minimally impacted by the dead trees. 



Marine Environments Recover If Left 
Unmolested 

• Reviews of global data show that marine reserves produce 

major benefits in just the first two years: 

• 91% increase in density of organisms 

• 192% increase in  biomass of organisms  

• 31% increase in average size of organisms 

• 23% increase in species diversity 

• Ecosystems take a very long time to 

fully recover, however. 



Attempts at Government Intervention  

• Apollo Mission for Clean Energy Now: a 10-year public 

research and development plan to cut the costs of clean 

energy and deliver affordable technologies to store and 

transport solar and wind power, mirroring the intense Apollo 

program that put men on the moon 

• Eliminate all subsidies and tax breaks for dirty energy 

production. 

• Require green accounting practices. 

• Ban or limit the most destructive practices, especially in 

the oceans, rivers and atmosphere (trawling, tuna fishing, 

CFCs, toxic pollution). 

• Most radically: Shift gradually from income taxes to 

pollution taxes. 



Making Progress 

• In 1850 New Hampshire was 35% woods; today it is 80% 
woods. Much of Massachusetts, New Hampshire and 
New York exhibit similar patterns.  

• Costa Rica now protects 25% of its entire state in 
national parks. 

• The European Union (EU) and Britain increasingly 
incorporate sustainability into policy decisions and are 
rapidly reducing their dependence on fossil fuels. 

New Hampshire  



Clean Air Act, 1970 

• EPA successfully improved ozone (smog), carbon monoxide, 
sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, lead and particulate soot in 
US.  

• EPA announced in April of 2009 that CO2 is a pollutant and 
will be regulated. 

Making Progress 



Making Progress 

Denmark no longer imports oil for electricity because 

of widespread adoption of wind power. 



Iceland no longer imports oil for electricity because of 

widespread construction of geothermal power plants. 

Making Progress 



Making Progress 

Brazil no longer imports oil for electricity now that it 

uses sugar cane to make bio-fuels. 



Nic Marks: 
The  Happy Planet Index (HPI) 

16:49  

http://www.ted.com/talks/nic_marks_the_happy_planet_index.html


Graham Hill: 
Less Stuff, More Happiness 

5:49  

http://www.ted.com/talks/lang/en/graham_hill_less_stuff_more_happiness.html


William McDonough: 
Sustainable Economies 

2:06  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MoO_DwW4nDs


The Revolution Has Begun 

Global Cumulative Installed World Wind Capacity 1996-2010 



What Can We Do? 

• Join the revolution. 

• Buy only things we need. Buy fewer of them. Buy 

higher quality.  

• Demand clean energy. 

• Support policies, groups and politicians that move 

us toward a reduce, reuse and recycle economy. 

• Spread the word. 

• Organize. 

• Advocate for the environment.  



Because a good planet is hard to find. 

Protect It 



For More Information 

• 350.org 

• Natural Resources Defense Council 

• World Wildlife Fund 

• The Sierra Club 

• Friends of the Earth 

• Treehugger 

• Lester Brown’s Plan B 4.0 Mobilizing to Save Civilization 

• The UN Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 

• Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Assessment 

• National Climate Assessment (US Global Change Research 

Program) 

• The World Wildlife Fund’s Living Planet Report 

• European Commission’s Beyond GDP Initiative 

http://www.350.org/
http://www.nrdc.org/
http://www.worldwildlife.org/
http://www.sierraclub.org/
http://www.foei.org/
http://www.treehugger.com/
http://www.earth-policy.org/index.php?/books/pb4/pb4_table_of_contents
http://www.millenniumassessment.org/en/index.html
http://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/syr
nca2014.globalchange.gov
wwf.panda.org/about_our_earth/all_publications/living_planet_report
http://www.beyond-gdp.eu/news.html


The End 


